
Grey Friars Architectural Tour  
Garden Front and grounds 

Part 2 – The Grounds 
 
Many of the early postcards of Grey Friars which turn up at auctions and postcard fairs were 
written during the time that the building was occupied by the Sisters of Nazareth or by 
Colchester County High School, and those that are postally used bear many poignant messages 
(sometimes in French) sent from England by young novice nuns (or visitors) to their families in 
France and Belgium. The cards are often of the more picturesque rear of the building or the 
garden. One example written in French has a small ink cross marked on the first floor western 
Venetian window (fig 82). It reads “Lots of love to you, little Me’e(?), and to Claude. I’ve marked 
our bedroom with a cross.” The card is posted in Colchester at 5.45pm on July 24th 1911 and 
sent to an address in Paris (fig 82b). The census forms of the day indicate that one of these girls 
was a 15-year-old (Marguerite Rameau) who might have been a pupil boarding at the nuns’ 
school in 1911, or even a novice nun in training. 
 

 
fig 82 (above)                                                                                                                                                               fig 82b (below) 

 

 
Another card, again in French, which may have been from one of the nuns, was posted on April 
2nd 1906 to Belgium and signed by Sheila reads, “My very dear Marthe for a long time I have 
wanted to write to you, but I did not have the time from one Sunday to the other, and time has 



passed. Milly, without a doubt, has said to you that I will not return at Easter, but I am sure that 
the time that I will spend here in England will be very pleasant and interesting – doubtless it will 
include several little journeys and we will spend a day in London. There will always be plenty to 
do. I would be very happy to receive all your news. Friendly memories, Sheila.” Maybe a small 
pocket rosary found under the Grey Friars floorboards (see Appendix) belonged to one of the 
child boarders or to a nun who looked after them, or even again a novice nun. 
 

Returning to the conservatory which was obviously a centre of great interest, admiration and 
attention, we move eastwards from it and along the red brick boundary wall where we find that 
there is a small pedestrian gate leading into Castle Road (fig 83). Nearby there used to be a small 
pond providing the pupils of Colchester County High School the fascination and excitement of 
watching the newts and water snails which were beyond their reach – or of falling in! The 
remainder of this high wall is of red brick as also is the east garden wall which separates the 
grounds of Grey Friars from Roman Road. 
 

    
fig 83                                                                                                                                                                                              fig 84 
 

Despite repeated repairs, replacement and general refurbishment particularly the southern wall 
with its preservation order, all the walls continue to provide shelter for wild life, and footings for 
some attractive native wall plants which spring up in its crevices. The most notable of these is 
ivy-leaved toadflax – which is becoming rare. At the time of writing lesser celandines and 
comfrey grow in profusion on the ground near the pedestrian gate, grey squirrels inhabit the 
Holm Oak, and an occasional pair of mallards fly in from the Castle Park. 
 

Within the right angle made by the junction of the north and east boundary walls there was, in 
the days of the County High School, an asphalt playground with netball courts marked out (fig 
84). The late Margaret Sherry Podgorska (CCHS 1930s) wrote “At playtime tops and yo-yos were 
much in evidence in the large asphalt playground”. Magnificent fragrant flower borders were 
separated from this area by a high netting fence with a raised path running from west to east (fig 
85). An ancient pear tree (on the right) used to shed its hard fruit onto the path in early autumn. 
During World War 2 air raid shelters replaced some of the flower borders and were even 
constructed close to the mighty Holm Oak. Excavations by Colchester Archaeological trust have 
revealed traces of these. At the time of writing this whole area is now a car park (fig 86), the 
upper and lower areas separated by a low privet hedge. This hedge follows approximately the 
same line as the raised pathway alongside former flower borders, and it had a small summer 
house at the eastern end for the amusement of the school pupils. Prior to this when the French 
nuns occupied the building before 1920, a crucifix was in this same position. The exact site can 
be pinpointed from two chimneys of houses which still exist in Roman Road (fig 87). 
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Ruth Lindsey (CCHS 1939-49) writes “Air raid shelters were long tunnel-like places with wooden benches 
along the sides and, right at the end, the Elsan-type toilet. In the early days of 1940/41 we were often sent 
scurrying across the playground by the air-raid siren, all clutching our gas masks and emergency rations to spend a 
somewhat cold and musty-smelling time waiting for the ‘all-clear’ to sound. 
 

Christine Mabbit (CCHS 1926-38) recalls that there was also a mulberry tree which fell in a storm whilst she 
was there. No doubt during its life this was one of the sources of mulberry leaves fed to silkworms reared by pupils 
at CCHS during the school’s early days. Delia Bloom (CCHS 1940s) remembers “Rounders was the outside 
sport. We played at the far end of the playground, and I remember one day a girl getting her finger stuck in a hole 
in the wall during a game; and it is just recently that I discovered the identity of that girl – Joan Gurney.” She 
had become bored awaiting her turn to bat and had decided to explore the crevice – a flint with a hole in it. 
 

 

The boundary wall to the south, separating the grounds of Grey Friars from the garden of All 
Saints House was once (certainly in Colchester County High School days) a very fine flint wall 
with interesting shaped stones some with holes in them – very attractive to little fingers of the 
Preparatory Department.  

 

 
fig 87 

 

Against the eastern wall separating the grounds of Grey Friars from Roman Road were small 
individual gardens for each child.  
 
 
 
 

Joan talks to Beth Chatto OBE:   
Beth was born Betty Diana Little in 1923 and entered the Junior Department  
of CCHS when she was 12 years old, staying till the sixth form which was  
with the senior department at North Hill (where the Sixth Form College  
is now based). 
 

“This building did not have the same feeling and aura of Grey Friars which  
was special,” she said. “I had an individual garden at Grey Friars, as did  
other pupils. These small gardens adjoined the wall which separated the  
playground from Roman Road. A pathway ran alongside, edged with apple  
trees. We, the pupils, grew mainly annuals and we used to spend a  
few pence on packets of seeds at Woolworth’s. It may not have been apparent at  
the time, but I think the seeds of my future career germinated in these little  
gardens. Although I was an enthusiastic gardener, I never realised that I would become a professional one. My 
parents were passionate about their garden and so I grew up with this all around me. Initially, I trained as a 
teacher during the War.”    
 

Beth remembers the magnificent Grey Friars flower borders, the ancient Holm Oak and the black mulberry which 
supplied leaves for the many silkworms which the pupils kept in cardboard boxes. But the imposing conservatory 
had, by her time, completely disappeared. When I asked her which part of the house interior was her favourite, she 
replied, “It was the entrance hall and the view of the main staircase from inside the front door – the long sweep of 
the stairs, the polished handrail and the wooden flooring.” She did also admit to sliding down the bannisters!  
 

 



She also remembers a younger pupil, Pamela Brown, who became a famous children’s author (see Appendix), 
Miss Ruth King the Headmistress, a strict disciplinarian – and Latin lessons. How useful these latter were to be 
to her in her study and interpretation of plant names and the manner in which she explains them so clearly to 
others. “And how useful to everybody else,” she declared, “in their understanding of the origin and structure of 
words.” 
 

When I asked her if gardening shaped the human personality characteristics of patience, tolerance and caring, she 
replied that, thankfully, all great gardeners are different, but good gardeners look, see and understand what plants 
require. Her philosophy she said, was one of caring for plants, knowing their needs, placing them correctly and 
giving them a habitat that is ecologically suitable. “If they thrive in sun, give them sun. If they like shade, give 
them shade. Plants, over thousands of years, have adapted to survive in many different conditions, and by learning 
which these are, we can find suitable ones to help us transform problem areas in our gardens.”  
 

I asked if she had painted or written creatively when she was at CCHS and she replied, “My plants are my art, 
not always for their colour but for their shape, form, texture and behaviour. I arrange my plants as an artist 
arranges his picture to create a natural look. I use the influence of the Japanese Asymmetrical Triangle – heaven is 
vertical, earth is horizontal and falls away, and man is in between.” 
 

As we discussed the subject of art, we moved on to the friendship which Beth and her late husband, Andrew, 
developed with Cedric Morris, the artist who, with Lett-Haines, founded the East Anglian School of Painting 
and Drawing at Hadleigh in Suffolk.  
 

“We were friends for over 30 years,” she said. “He opened my eyes with his glowing colours and textures, and of 
course he was a gardener of renown and inspired me. In the early days, Andrew and Cedric seemed to know all the 
Latin names, but by regular checking and handling plants, I soon caught up. Cedric introduced plants into 
cultivation which were not commonly found except in the wild. Many of my plants originally came from him. At 
that time, we all enjoyed a culturally rich atmosphere, talking about plants, gardening, music, architecture, 
painting and civilised living.”  
 

And then, with a little smile of nostalgia and reverting to our earlier conversation, she concluded, “The school we 
went to was a good school. We [you and I] were so lucky to go there.” 
 
An occasional brick buttress helped to support the wall. It was replaced in the 1960s by one 
made of less attractive concrete blocks. However, a fine shrine also made of flint was set into the 
original wall and still survives as a relic of the nuns’ occupation. It is however becoming 
increasingly obscured by rampant ivy (fig 88). Originally framed by flowering climbers and a 
backdrop of St James’ Church with its Gothic windows, on the opposite side of the road, the 
shrine’s position can be reliably fixed today (fig 89).  

 fig 88           fig 89  
 

All the boundary walls of Grey Friars have stories to tell, and as we proceed westwards along the 
southern wall we come to one of the most intriguing sections close to the original stable block 
(fig 90). After a small part behind this collapsed in the 1990s an analysis of a barrow-load by 
Colchester Museum Services clearly pointed to Roman elements in its composition. 
 

 

Passing the impressive garden front of Grey Friars once more we come to the western boundary 
wall. This is the most interesting wall of all. It is a conglomerate of brick, tile, stone, flint and 
cement - some elements of it may be mediaeval and some Roman. It was obviously put together 
from the remains of previous buildings which may have been strewn across the site. At regular 



intervals along it, red brick structures, although flush to the wall, may be acting as buttresses (fig 
91).  
 

At the southernmost end of the wall nearest to Grey Friars house a small pointed doorway and 
matching door lead into a space behind, which in the days of Colchester County High School 
was the gardener’s shed and later was Colchester Adult Community College’s kiln room used by 
ceramics classes (fig 92). The pointed arch here of Gothic design may go back some way. A small 
drawing of 1718 (included in part 1) shows the remains of Grey Friars monastery with several 
Gothic archways. The original monastery is thought to have been much further to the east of the 
present building (almost opposite St James church) but there is always speculation that this 
existing doorway was in the same position as an earlier Gothic structure. At the site of this 
doorway the western wall takes a sharp dogleg bend to the west in order to encompass the site of 
the original side garden and right-of-way, and then is discontinued (see section 1). 
 

            
fig 90                                                                                                                                                                                         fig 91 

 

At the northernmost end of this wall before it meets the southern boundary and the original 
conservatory there is another small overgrown shrine (fig 93) of brick and stone – an additional 
clear piece of evidence pointing to the use of the building as a priory. Again, this shrine would 
have contained a statue of the Virgin Mary during the nuns’ occupation. 
 

 fig 92                   fig 93   
 

Our guided tour of the grounds of Grey Friars cannot end without referring to the layout and 
contents of the Botanic Gardens. In January 1824 the Botanical Society of Colchester announced 
that it had leased land opposite St James’ church on East Hill (described by the Ipswich Journal 
of 1823 as ‘rich meadowland’) with the intention of forming a botanical garden. This would have 
been the land lying in the north-east inner corner of the town, the Roman/Medieval town wall 
forming the north and east boundaries and the southern boundary bordering High Street. It was 
approximately 8.5 acres 
 



The Botanic Garden covered the site of the present Roman and Castle roads. (Further details of 
this venture can be found in section 5 of part 1 of this book.) Grey Friars itself was in an 
elevated position, and the gardens fell away towards the Roman wall, surely providing a 
spectacular vista. 
 

Excavations along the northern section of the town wall according to P.M. Duncan in “The 
History and Description of the Walls of Colchester” revealed an underlying ‘dark tunnel’. 
Although no evidence of these gardens nor the ‘dark tunnel’ remain today, there was certainly a 
myth elaborated by the girls of Colchester County High School in the 1930s that somewhere in 
the grounds of Grey Friars there was a secret tunnel (for purposes unknown) which led to 
Colchester Castle, or even perhaps, to St James’ church.  
 

Diarist and antiquarian William Wire notes on a plan of 1847 that any monastic fragments 
remaining after apparent demolition of the monastery were later salvaged and used for 
ornamentation. Pencil drawings by Josiah Parish from the late 1840s (figs 94 to 99) capture the 
tranquillity and diversity of the gardens and show them to be large and picturesque with 
naturalistic sculptures, trellis work, fish ponds, shrubberies, grottoes, walkways and avenues. If, 
as we explored in chapter 5 of section 1 of this book, the present high wall was not built until 
after the closure of the Botanic Gardens, these sights must have provided a pleasing outlook for 
the residents of the Grey Friars house during this period. The whole site was tastefully laid out 
(fig 100) and had an integrated nursery to help with the running costs. This figure is from the 
catalogue prepared in 1847/8 for the sale of the Botanic Gardens. The labels added by Julie 
Wilde for her book “The Botanic Gardens of Colchester” have been augmented by the authors. 
 

The public attraction of the Botanic Gardens fluctuated. In 1849 the site was disposed of in its 
entirety to the National Freehold Land Society (with stock included). By 1852 it had become 
Roman and Castle roads with small plots laid out for building purposes.  
 
 
 

 
 

   
 

     
 

 
 

figs 94 and 99 Josiah Parish drawings of the Botanic Gardens (CIMS) 



 
 

fig 100  The Colchester Botanical Gardens, Grey Friars and All Saints House 
 

It was the end of the Botanic Gardens, and sadly, they left no trace of their former glory for 
present-day observers to enjoy. The site, which once provided a spectacular vista from Grey 
Friars’ elevated position, looking down towards the town wall, and had acted as a place of 
recreation, enjoyment and more importantly a place of education for the public, was abandoned 
and sold.  
 

An extract from an 1890s guide book to Colchester chimes with the ethos for our book. This 
corner of Colchester may be ignored and unknown by some but holds nostalgic memories and 
pleasurable experiences for many. Its full story therefore has to be told. Dr P.M. Duncan wrote: 
“The quiet nook loved by Celt, Roman and solitary Friar, which heard the death volley of 
glorious Lucas, and which is sacred to many a happy memory in later days, now belongs to a 
Freehold Building Society redolent of shares and £10 voters, the quietest part of the quietest 
corner being used as a burial place for Quakers.”  
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As we continue our tour of the grounds of Grey Friars, it is vital to remember that what lies 
underground may be equally as important in tracing the lives of others who have occupied the 
site.  
 

At the completion of our walk around the Grey Friars grounds we can now visualise that the 
friary cemetery would have been the upper portion of the eastern car park. The plan of the 
Botanic Gardens also shows a very important square, landscaped area (which was the parterre) 
and was easterly from the house itself. This was very similar to the remains of a cloister in an 
earlier sketch by William Stukeley (1718) (see part 1 of this book, section 4) which could place 
the monastic church on the south side of the cloisters. The discovery of part of the burial ground 
in the former kitchen garden (now part of the car park adjacent to the garden wall of All Saints 
House) would confirm that it was next to the church. This close proximity of church and 
cloisters was the usual arrangement in a monastic community. 
 

             
fig 104                                                                                                                                                                                  fig 105 

 
 

We have now finished our tour of the grounds of the present Grey Friars, both above ground 
and below ground and we return once more to the magnificent garden front. We leave behind in 
our imagination the sounds, scents and sights of gardens past, the shadowy figures of friars and 
nuns going about their religious devotions and the happy voices of schoolchildren playing 
marbles and hopscotch. We enter and pass through the former dining room to the inner hall 
where we will pause before climbing the staircase to the first floor. 

 
From “Grey Friars – Colchester’s Forgotten Corner”  
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For further information on the site and its buildings, see the printed book. 
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- and to take part in the project visit  

www.greyfriarscolchester.org.uk 
 
 


